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The thermal evolution of planets during their growth is strongly inuened
by impat heating. The temperature inrease after a ollision is mostly lo-
ated next to the shok. For Moon to Mars size planets where impat melt-
ing is limited, the long term thermo-mehanial readjustment is driven by
spreading and ooling of the heated zone. To determine the time and length
sales of the adjustment, we developed a numerial model in axisymmetri
ylindrial geometry with variable visosity. We show that if the impator
is larger than a ritial size, the spherial heated zone isothermally attens
until its thikness reahes a value for whih motionless thermal diusion be-
omes more eetive. The thikness at the end of advetion depends only
on the physial properties of the impated body. The obtained timesales
for the adjustment are omparable to the duration of planetary aretion and
depend mostly on the physial properties of the impated body.
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1. Introdution
Impats have strongly inuened the evolution of planets: a ollision of the Earth with a
Mars-sized body is at the origin of the formation of the Moon [Hartmann and Davies, 1975℄
and the impat by a kilometer-sized body ould be responsible for the mass extintion at
the K-T boundary [Alvarez, 1980℄. It is during aretion that impats played the most
signiant role, depositing and burying heat into growing planetary bodies.
When the impat veloity beomes larger than the elasti veloities in the impator, a
shok wave develops. The shok pressure, inreasing with the size of the impated body,
is nearly uniform in a spherial region next to the impat (the isobari ore), and strongly
deays away from it [Croft, 1982℄. Following the adiabati pressure release, the peak
pressure being independent of impator size, a temperature inrease of several hundred
degrees remains on Moon to Mars size bodies [Senshu et al., 2002℄ (see Eq.2). Hene,
the hotter temperatures are loated lose to the surfae during planetary growth [Kaula,
1979℄ and large impats have aused extensive melting and formation of magma oeans
on Earth [Tonks and Melosh, 1993℄.
The thermal anomaly aused by an impat generates a buoyant thermal anomaly that
ultimately drives an isostati adjustment. If the impat veloity is larger than 7.5 km.s
−1
,
a signiant volume of the isobari ore is molten [O'Keefe and Ahrens, 1977℄ hene the
adjustment is ontrolled by two-phase ow and probably hydrofraturation [Solomatov,
2000℄. For smaller planets or planetesimals, melting is nearly absent therefore the thermo-
mehanial adjustment is dominated by the slow visous deformation and thermal diusion
of the hot thermal anomaly.
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In this study, we investigate the thermal relaxation and visous deformation after the
shok of an impator on a small planet or planetesimal in order to derive salings for the
relevant length and time sales of the thermo-mehanial adjustment.
2. Model desription.
2.1. Thermal state after an impat
Energy balane alulations and shok simulations suggest that the radius of the isobari
ore Ric is omparable or slightly larger than that of the impator Rimp and we use
Ric = 3
1/3Rimp [Senshu et al., 2002; Pierazzo et al., 1997℄. Away from the isobari ore,
the shok wave propagates and the peak pressure deays with the square of the distane
r from the enter of the isobari ore [Pierazzo et al., 1997℄. Just after the adiabati
pressure release, the thermal perturbation orresponds to an isothermal sphere of radius
Ric and temperature T0 +∆T that deays when r > Ric as
T (r) = T0 +∆T
(
Ric
r
)m
, (1)
with m ∼ 4.4 as proposed by Senshu et al. [2002℄.
The energy dissipated as heat following the shok is a fration of the kineti energy of
the impator. The impator veloity vimp should be omparable to the esape veloity
vimp =
√
2gR, where g = 4/3GπρR, ρ and R are the gravity, density and radius of
the impated growing planet [Kokubo and Ida, 1996℄. Assuming ρ ∼ ρimp ∼ ρic, the
temperature inrease ∆T is
∆T =
4π
9
γ
f(m)
ρGR2
Cp
, (2)
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where Cp is the heat apaity of the impated body and G is the gravitation onstant. The
eieny of kineti to thermal energy onversion γ is lose to 0.3 aording to physial and
numerial models [O'Keefe and Ahrens, 1977℄. The funtion f(m) represents the volume
eetively heated normalized by the volume of the isobari ore (i.e., f(m) = 1 if only
the isobari ore is heated). Assuming Ric ≪ R and integrating Eq.1 leads to f(m) ∼ 2.7
and 37% of the impat heating is released within the isobari ore. The temperature
inrease does not depend on the size of the impator but on the square of the radius of
the impated body.
Immediatly after the shok, a fration of the isobari ore is removed during rater
exavation. However, it is only for small impators (less than 5 km of radius) and large
planets (more than 3000 km of radius) that a signiant fration of the heated zone is
redistributed [Maxwell, 1977℄. Beause our study is foused on large impats (> 10km)
on small planets (< 3000km), we an neglet the exavated heat or onsider it as an
additional unertainty on the parameters γ or f(m) (see Eq.2). Following exavation,
redution of the rater depth to at most few kilometers takes plae through isostati
rebound. The total amount of vertial motion that ours during the isostati proess
(a few km), and its duration (typially a few 103y) are negligeable ompared to the
lengthsales and timesales of thermal readjustment. After the rater formation, most
of the initial energy still remains below the rater [Turtle et al., 2003℄. Modelling these
proesses of mass and energy redistribution is beyond the sope of this paper sine we are
interested in the long term onsequenes of shok heating as in Reese et al. [2002℄.
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The proposed thermal state following an impat skethed in Fig.1 (top) is that of a old
body of homogeneous temperature T0 perturbed by the impat of a sphere of radius Ric
(the depth of the rater being negligible ompared to the heated zone).
2.2. Thermo-mehanial model
The governing non-dimensional equations for the extremely visous ow of a ooling
hot drop are
−~∇P ∗ + ~∇.
(
η(T ∗)
η0
~∇~v∗ +
[
η(T ∗)
η0
~∇~v∗
]T)
+ T ∗ ~ez = 0, (3)
∂T ∗
∂t∗
=
∇2T ∗
Raic
− ~v∗.~∇T ∗, (4)
~∇. ~v∗ = 0, (5)
where distanes, temperature and veloity are normalized by Ric, ∆T and the harater-
isti Stokes veloity vs of the isobari ore
vs =
αρg∆TR2ic
η0
, (6)
where η0 is the visosity far from the impat and α the thermal expansivity of the impated
body. Raic is the Rayleigh number based on the isobari ore radius:
Raic =
αρg∆TR3ic
κη0
. (7)
We dene a Rayleigh number based on the size of the isobari ore Ric sine in all our
experiments, the radius of the planet R remains muh larger than Ric and thus does not
aet the dynamis exept through the gravity and the temperature inrease (see Eq.2).
For planets of Moon to Mars size the gravity and the temperature inrease are not
very large (e.g. g ≃ 3 m s−2, ∆T ≃ 300 K). We also onsider impators with radius
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small ompared to the planet radius (e.g. Ric ≃ 300 km). In this ase, Raic should
remain moderate (say lower than 105) assuming that the oldest material of the growing
planetesimal have a visosity η0 omparable to that of the present day Earth, say around
1021 Pa s (e.g. Raic ≃ 4700 for κ = 10−6 m2s−1, α = 5 × 10−5 K−1, Cp = 1200 J K−1
kg
−1
, ρ = 3870 kg m−3). The visosity is temperature-dependent η(T ∗) = η0λ
T ∗
, λ being
the visosity ratio (lower than 1) between the hottest (T ∗ = 1) and the oldest (T ∗ = 0)
material. This visosity dereases sharply with temperature and its expression is simpler
to implement than the usual Arrhenius law.
We developed and benhmarked against analytial solutions a nite dierene ode to
solve Eq.3 and Eq.5 in axisymmetri ylindrial geometry. We use a stream funtion
formulation for the Stokes equation with a diret impliit inversion method [Shubert et
al., 2001℄. The heat equation Eq.4 is solved by an Alternating Diretion Impliit (ADI)
sheme. All the equations are disretized with a seond order auray in spae and time.
Advetion terms are alulated with a entered dierenes sheme. This sheme is known
to produe numerial osillations for grid Pelet numbers larger than ≃ 20 (the grid Pelet
number is Ra∆x2v∗/∆t where ∆x is the grid dimension and ∆t the time step) [Dubuet
et al., 2000℄ but in our simulations, the maximum Pelet number remains of order unity.
We used at least 129 × 129 grid points and the dimensions of the alulation domain
varies between 10Ric × 10Ric and 100Ric × 100Ric. Boundary onditions are free-slip,
isothermal at the surfae and insulating on other walls. In order to keep a good auray
in a large enough domain and with strong visosity variations we run the simulations up
to Raic = 10
4
only, from whih we t saling laws that an be extrapolated to higher
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Rayleigh numbers.
The geometrial evolution of the post-impat thermal anomaly as a funtion of time is
monitored by its non-dimensional radial extent R∗(t∗), its thikness a∗(t∗) and its maxi-
mum temperature T ∗max(t
∗). a∗(t∗) is the depth where the seond derivative of the vertial
temperature prole at r = 0 is zero. Along this prole the maximum temperature value
T ∗max(t
∗) is reahed at z = z∗max. R
∗(t∗) is the distane where the seond derivative of the
horizontal temperature prole at z = z∗max is zero.
3. Results
For large enough Rayleigh numbers, the thermal relaxation onsists in an early adve-
tive stage orresponding to an isothermal attening of the hot drop, followed by a later
stage of diusive ooling. For Raic ≤ 4.9, ooling is motionless.
3.1. Advetive stage and Diusive stage
Fig.2 shows a rst stage in the thermal relaxation orresponding to isothermal spreading
of the buoyant hot region below the surfae. This phenomenon of visous gravity ur-
rents has been widely studied [Berovii and Lin, 1996; Koh and Koh, 1995; Huppert,
1982; Koh and Manga, 1996℄. The evolution of the shape is omparable to these works
even though they were either designed to study mantle plumes fed by a deeper onduit
[Berovii and Lin, 1996℄ or ompositional plumes [Koh and Manga, 1996℄. Moreover,
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the analytial results and saling laws given by Koh and Koh [1995℄ have been mostly
derived in a regime where R∗ ≫ a∗ whih is not really the ase in our alulations.
During the advetive stage (see Fig.1 (middle)), the aspet ratio of the drop is inreasing
while the temperature and the volume of the thermal anomaly remain nearly onstant,
i.e.
a∗
2
R∗2 ∼ 1. (8)
The seond stage of thermal relaxation is dominated by diusion. After the hot drop
stops attening, heat is diused in all diretions and more eiently through the top
isothermal old surfae. As a onsequene, R∗ and a∗ inrease with time as seen in Fig.2.
The evolution of a∗(t∗) is rapidly onsistent with a purely diusive model: a∗(t∗) ∼
√
2κt∗.
The lateral extent, R∗(t∗), evolves more slowly but reahes a similar diusive behavior
after a long time. The temperature dereases rapidly with the power of −1.8 (see Fig.1
(bottom) and Fig.2).
3.2. Time and length sales
The transition from the advetive to the diusive stage happens when the diusion
veloity, κ/a overomes the advetion veloity whih is of order αρg∆Ta2/η0. This simple
balane implies that
a∗min
2
= c1Ra
−1/3
ic , (9)
where c1 is a onstant. The volume of the hot anomaly being onstant, the radius of the
thermal anomaly at the end of the advetive stage, R∗adv is easily obtained by ombining
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Eq.9 and Eq.8:
R∗adv = c1
−1/2Ra
1/6
ic . (10)
The time tadv at the end of the advetion stage orresponds to the time needed to advet
the bottom of the thermal anomal from its initial depth 2Ric to its nal depth amin. As
the vertial veloity ∂a/∂t is of order of −αρg∆Ta2/η0, we get
∂a
∂t
= −c2
αρg∆Ta2
η0
, (11)
where c2 is a geometrial fator.
Integration of Eq.11 from a(0) = 2Ric to a(tadv) = amin using Eq.9 implies that the end
of the advetion phase ours at
t∗adv =
1
c2
(
1
2c1
Ra
1/3
ic −
1
2
)
. (12)
These salings of Eq.9, Eq.10 and Eq.12 are onrmed by tting the results of the
numerial experiments shown in Fig.3 with c1 ∼ 1.7 and c2 ∼ 0.2.
Of ourse, the transition between advetive and diusive stages only ours when the
initial size of the isobari ore is larger than the minimum thikness given by Eq.9. This
threshold Rtic obtained when a
∗
min = 2 orresponds to the threshold Rayleigh number
Ratic = c
3
1
= 4.9. (13)
For Raic < Ra
t
ic, a
∗
min = 2Ric and t
∗
adv is not dened. Below Ra
t
ic the heat is diused
out without advetion.
The previous salings obtained for a uniform visosity are also valid for large visosity
ontrast. Our simulations depited in Fig.3 (squares for λ = 10−1 and triangles for
λ = 10−2) show that large visosity ontrasts enable the drop an easier spreading below
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the surfae in agreement with Koh and Koh [1995℄. As the resistane to internal shearing
dereases with λ, horizontal veloity ontrasts are more important for low visosities. As
a result, the thikness dereases by about 10 %, the radial extent inreases by a similar
amount and the advetion time dereases by a fator ∼2. The temperature dependene
of the visosity aets our results by a minor amount beause the readjustment is mostly
ontroled by the visosity far from the isobari ore.
The saling laws with physial dimensions an be easily expressed. Using Eq.2 and
assuming that the planet density remains uniform so that g = 4/3πGρR, the minimal
thikness of the thermal anomaly and the time to reah this thikness are
amin = 2b1
L2
R
(14)
and
tadv = b2
L2
κ
(
L
R
)2 (
1− b1
L2
RRic
)
. (15)
In these expressions, b1 and b2 are dimensionless onstants,
b1 =
3
2
c1
(
f(m)
2γπ2
)1/3
∼ 1.96, b2 =
b2
1
2c31c2
∼ 1.96, (16)
and the properties of the impated planet appear through a harateristi length
L =
(
Cpκη0
αρ3G2
)1/6
∼ 212 km. (17)
4. Disussion and onlusion
We developed a thermo-mehanial model for the long term relaxation after an impat.
In a rst stage, the heated region spreads below the surfae until diusive ooling beomes
more eetive. The transition between the advetive and diusive stages is desribed by
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a thikness amin and timesale tadv for whih we proposed salings laws. Hene we an
predit geometrial and time evolution of the thermal anomaly aused by a meteoritial
impat as funtions of rheologial parameters of the impated planetesimal and impator.
All our results are summarized in Fig.4.
The temperature inrease (top panel) and the thikness of the thermal anomaly after
advetion (middle panel) do not depend on the initial size of the impator but only on
the properties of the impated body (and therefore its radius assuming known its other
properties, see Eq.2 and Eq.14). As the volume of the isobari ore is proportional to
that of the impator the minimum thikness of the thermal anomaly orresponds also to
the minimum radius of the impator that an trigger advetion (middle panel). For a
Mars size planet (R = 3400 km), impats inrease the temperature by 390 K (in relative
agreement with Senshu et al. [2002℄) and post-impat advetion only ours for impators
with radius larger than 18 km. After advetion, the thikness of the thermal anomaly
is 52 km for all impators larger than 18 km. For smaller impators, only heat diusion
ours.
The duration of advetion depends on the impator size (Fig.4 bottom panel). As
shown in Eq.15, the time of advetion is lower than a threshold value obtained for an
innitely large impator (whih of ourse would disrupt the planet). For a Mars size
planet impated by bodies with 1/10 to 1/100 smaller radii, advetion ends up after, 10
Myr, 5 Myr, respetively. After this advetive stage, heat is slowly removed by diusion
in ∼20 Myr.
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These timesales are of the same order as those for aretion and dierentiation [Yin
et al., 2002℄. Hene, until impat melting is eient, heat brought by impats is stored
within the mantle even taking into aount of the deformation of the heated region. The
salings proposed here ould be used to ompute more aurate one dimensional thermal
evolution models of growing planets.
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Figure 1: Close up view of the non dimensional temperature elds and streamlines omputed
for a temperature dependent visosity at non-dimentionalized times t∗ = 0 (top), t∗ = 3 (middle)
and t∗ = 10 (bottom) (we use λ = 10−2 and Raic = 10
2
(see 2.2)).
Figure 2: Thikness a∗/2 (blak solid line) and radial extent R∗ (red solid line) (top) and
maximal temperature at r = 0 (bottom) as funtions of time t∗ for Raic = 10
2
. Power-law ts
following a diusive solution are depited by dashed lines. The equilibrium between diusive
(gray eld) and advetive (white eld) stages is obtained at t∗ = t∗adv.
Figure 3: Minimum thikness a∗min/2 (top), radial extent R
∗
(middle) and time of equilibrium
t∗adv (bottom) as funtions of Raic for dierent visosity ontrasts (blak irles for a uniform
visosity, brown squares and blak triangles for λ = 10−1 and λ = 10−2). The dashed lines
orrespond to the preditions of Eq.9, Eq.10 and Eq.12 (we use c1 = 1.7, c2 = 0.2).
Figure 4: Temperature inrease ∆T (top), thikness amin/2 (middle) and advetion time
tadv (bottom) as funtions of the planetary radius. For too small impators (right side label),
advetion does not our. The advetion time is plotted for dierent impator radii.
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